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You make the rules.
We make the rest. 
Of course KI solutions work
better for you. They’re made
for you. No one pays more
attention to customer needs
than we do. We don’t design
our furniture to win awards
(even though it does). We
don’t rely on one-size-fits-all
solutions (even though they
would make our life easier).
We find out what you need.
And, we make it. The same
applies to our service,
distribution channels…
everything we do. It’s all built
around knowing what you want
and giving you the choice. KI solutions work, because we’re working for you.
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Hartnell Community College is
located in a large agricultural valley.
The design of the new Learning
Resource Center embraces and
reflects the region’s earthy colors.
“We want to achieve a classical
design with an academic look, feel
and function,” says Gary Hughes,
Associate Vice President, Educational
Technology and Library Services.
“It also needs to reflect the advanced
technologies of the 21st century.”
Classrooms focus on flexibility and
changing needs with Hurry Up!
tables and Torsion on the Go! chairs.
“Tables collapse. Chairs nest. You
can reconfigure rooms in minutes,
which makes them very adaptable,”
says Hughes.
Computer rooms feature InTandem
tables and height-adjustable Genesis
desking. “The wire management
works very well,” says Hughes. “It
hides the infrastructure better than
the others we looked at.”

“ You can reconfigure rooms in minutes,
which makes them very adaptable.”

Top: InTandem Table System, Flat Screen Support System, Torsion Task Chairs
Bottom: Hurry Up! Tables, Torsion on the Go! Chairs
Right: InTandem Table System, Genesis Desking, Torsion Task Chairs

Product List
Balance® Overhead Storage
Cody™ Lounge Seating
CrossRoads® Library Furniture
Engage® Task Chairs
Flat Screen Support System™
Flex™ Tables
Genesis® Desking
Hurry Up!® Tables
InTandem® Table System
Torsion on the Go!® Chairs
Torsion® Task Chairs
Wireworks® Panel System
Project Participants
Client: Hartnell Community College
FF+E: Ratcliff
Architect: tBP
Project Manager: TMI

Cherry Storm finish on CrossRoads
furniture lends the library a warm,
natural feeling. Customized circular
quad carrels are the visual focal
point.
“The end result is an inviting environment with an upscale, high-class
feel,” says Hughes, “The library
really invites you to stay. We’ve
noticed an increase in the use of
the library and attribute that to
comfortable furniture and classic
design. Most students find it very
inviting.”
Ratcliff Project Principal Steve
McCollom adds, “We collaborated
with the LRC committee to select
products that were both appropriate
and beautiful. We especially appreciated the ease of customizing
product for specific applications.”

Top: CrossRoads Library Furniture, Torsion Task Chairs
Left: Cody Lounge Chairs, CrossRoads Library Furniture
Right: CrossRoads Library Furniture

Left: Cody Tablet Arm Chairs, Flex Tables, CrossRoads Library Furniture
Right: CrossRoads Library Furniture

For the office environments,
WireWorks panels create private
and shared workstations, Engage
task chairs provide comfort and
adjustability.
“The offices are smart looking and
efficient,” says Hughes. “They project
a strong business image and supply
the efficiencies needed.”
For Hartnell’s resource center, learning rooms and office workspaces,
KI furniture provides effective and
adaptable solutions.
“The furniture complements the
vision quite well,” says Hughes.
McCollom sums up the designer’s
perspective. “We look to work
with a manufacturer offering this
breadth of product line for public
spaces, learning environments and
workplaces.”

“The end result is an inviting environment with an upscale,
high-class feel.”

Top: WireWorks Panel System, Engage Task Chairs
Bottom: CrossRoads Library Furniture, Torsion Task Chairs
Right: WireWorks Panel System, Engage Task Chair

